Identifying evolutionarily related genes (that is, homologs) is crucial for understanding the nature of genomic diversity and the routes by which it arises. Further, distinguishing homologs into two types, either \'orthologs\', genes derived from a common ancestor through speciation, or \'paralogs\', those derived through a duplication event, has important implications in studying the evolutionary processes that have shaped a given biological system and, since gene duplication is often associated with processes of functional divergence, for inferring the function of related genes. Indeed, many common research processes depend on accurate orthology predictions, such as finding the gene in a model organism corresponding to a human disease gene, inferring the function of a newly sequenced gene using available experimental assays from its orthologs, inferring species phylogenies by tracing the evolution of orthologous groups, or the characterization of newly sequenced genomes in terms of their encoded genes.

The challenge today, however, is not a lack of orthology predictions, but the plethora of methods and databases that have emerged in recent years (reviewed in \[[@B1]-[@B3]\]; additional methods include \[[@B4]-[@B7]\]). These methods were developed to meet individual needs - they analyze different datasets, optimize different criteria, and employ different strategies for orthology determination (for example, pairwise comparisons or phylogenetic approaches). Such heterogeneity presents a major obstacle to researchers who simply need to know the current \'best\' set of orthologs that can be identified for their gene of interest. Furthermore, the absence of standardized benchmarks and formats makes the integration or comparison of these different orthology datasets extremely challenging and time-consuming.

The field of orthology prediction clearly requires a new momentum that will help resolve these issues and make better use of available resources. Furthermore, this need becomes more urgent when considering the advent of thousands of new genome sequences, facilitated by next-generation sequencing technologies. Motivated by this prospect, Erik Sonnhammer and Albert Vilella organized the \'Quest for Orthologs\' meeting at the Wellcome Trust Conference Centre in Hinxton, UK in July 2009, to jointly address these issues by bringing together for the first time key representatives of the major methods and databases in the field of orthology prediction.

The participants gathered for this meeting included experts in gene and genome evolution, developers of orthology-prediction algorithms and databases, and curators of model organism databases. The intimate size of the meeting (approximately 30), the varied perspectives, and the sequestered venue created an ideal environment for intensive and fruitful discussions. All participants were given an opportunity to present their work, while still allowing ample time for informal discussion afterwards. In a thought-provoking talk, Bill Pearson (University of Virginia, Charlottesville, USA) confronted the audience head on by questioning the usefulness of orthology. In his view, homology inference is a more reliable indicator of function conservation, as far as purely sequence-based methods are concerned (though he also stressed the inherent limitations of such methods over long evolutionary distances). He noted that function is often conserved between paralogs; and even if not, the potential benefits of distinguishing orthologs from paralogs are outweighed by the risks of inference errors. Teresa Przytycka (National Center for Biotechnology Information, Bethesda, USA) and Ken Wolfe (Smurfit Institute of Genetics, Dublin, Ireland) gave two examples of how augmenting current methods with additional information (protein-protein interaction and synteny data, respectively) might improve predictions. In contrast, most algorithmic developments presented at the meeting suggest a general trend toward phylogeny-based orthology inference, a strategy that resembles more closely the original definition of orthology \[[@B8]\]. From all the discussions it was clear that there is a lack of research in the conservation and evolution of protein function. Relevant research will only be possible on the basis of accurately predicted gene histories and functional annotations.

However, the major thrust of the meeting was on identifying points of intersection and the immediate steps that could be jointly undertaken following the workshop to lay the groundwork for the future. As Mike Cherry (Stanford University, Stanford, USA), Pascale Gaudet (Northwestern University, Evanston, USA) and Paul Thomas (SRI International, Menlo Park, USA) explicitly pointed out, and we all clearly recognized, orthologs are essential for more accurately assigning function and the lack of coordination in the field is a major roadblock to progress in this area. Two primary areas for cooperative work were quickly identified: common approaches to benchmark orthology predictions and the formation of standardized protein sets to use as inputs.

Benchmarking orthology-prediction methods coming from alternative methods
=========================================================================

The assessment of orthology-prediction methods is difficult for at least three reasons: first, orthology is defined from the largely unknown evolutionary history of genes, and thus can only be tested indirectly; second, the optimal trade-off between precision and recall strongly depends on the context; and third, the lack of standardized input datasets and data formats are significant practical hurdles to comparing methods. The meeting saw contributions addressing all three issues. David Roos (University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, USA) and Adrian Altenhoff (ETH Zurich, Switzerland) introduced novel comparison strategies - based on latent class analysis and species-tree concordance, respectively \[[@B9],[@B10]\] - that complement existing approaches based on gene order and functional conservation \[[@B11]\]. Yet all of these benchmarks rely on assumptions that do not always hold. For instance, genomic rearrangements, recombination, alternative evolutionary histories, or functional divergence among orthologs all disturb these indicators. More importantly, their relative importance strongly depends on the aim of the user. Thus, we not only recognized the usefulness of multiple and at times contradictory criteria, but also the need for a common understanding on their usage and interpretation. Finally, we agreed that adopting a common dataset would eliminate inconsistent use of splicing variants, IDs or data sources and, therefore, greatly facilitate benchmarking.

Standardized protein datasets and file formats
==============================================

We identified the ideal common dataset as one that covers a wide spectrum of evolutionary ranges and rates, and that reflects the various common applications of orthology (for example, phylogenetic reconstruction, function prediction, synteny and so on). A working group was established, an initial set of species was proposed (based on earlier work of Paul Thomas, Brigitte Boeckmann and Suzanna Lewis), and it is anticipated that this dataset will be available very soon. Rolf Apweiler (European Bioinformatics Institute, Hinxton, USA) offered that UniProt maintain the set. Regarding the need for standardized input and output data formats, Erik Sonnhammer introduced early specifications of an eXtensible Markup Language (XML) format for orthology, OrthoXML \[[@B12]\], which ignited discussions on potential improvements and compatibility issues with existing methods. Such a format would not only facilitate the comparison of methods, but also their combination. For instance, Roos among others suggested a common web interface to the different predictions methods - similar to HPOC \[[@B13]\] and ProGMap \[[@B14]\], the orthology aggregators presented by Michael Lush (European Bioinformatics Institute, Hinxton, UK) and Jack Leunissen (Wageningen University, the Netherlands), respectively. Several working groups have been set up to further develop these ideas and help their realization. Readers interested in participating should contact us.

In retrospect, a remarkable aspect of this meeting is how few of us, despite our strong common interests and goals, had previously met in person. Yet this is an essential first step for building and coordinating collaborative efforts. Given the positive outcomes of this workshop, we are planning to gather again next year to follow up this work and build on the momentum this meeting generated.
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